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The ITER Q=10 baseline scenario requires good confinement (H98≈1) at sufficiently high density (≥0.85×nGW,
where nGW is the Greenwald density). In JET-C (with CFC plasma facing components), raising the plasma
triangularity (averaged triangularity>0.4) was the only way found to increase the plasma density near the
Greenwald density while maintaining good confinement (H98>0.9). The situation in JET with the new ITERlike wall (ILW) is somewhat different. Whilst the confinement degradation with gas fuelling appeared to
be compatible with that measured in JET-C, the positive influence of triangularity on confinement has not
been yet recovered. High triangularity H-mode plasmas in JET-ILW exhibit lower betaN (<1.5) and lower
pedestal pressure (mainly pedestal temperature) compared to JET-C with similar input power and D fuelling
levels, and the confinement is strongly reduced to values close to those measured in the type III ELM regime
in JET-C (H98<0.8). The lower pedestal temperature measured in JET-ILW appears to be linked to the high
recycling conditions at which the experiments were conducted, with signs of inter-ELM divertor detachment.
In order to shed some light on the mechanism responsible for this unexpected result, systematic comparisons
of an extended database of JET-C and JET-ILW discharges have been carried out. Experiments in JET-C show
the key role played by the pedestal temperature in the access to good confinement at high density. This is
consistent with peeling-ballooning stability predictions, where the increased pedestal stability resulting from
plasma shaping disappears at low edge currents (low pedestal temperature, high collisionality). The studies
presented here focus on specific aspects of the highly shaped plasmas in JET-ILW, such as the impact of betaN
in the edge stability at high triangularity, the different ELM dynamics seen in JET-C and JET-ILW, the increased
plasma-wall interaction on the top of the vacuum vessel and the link between ELM frequency, W source and
W accumulation which is particularly relevant for high triangularity plasmas where low ELM frequencies are
expected.
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